Hellenic Hustle

The four fire gods of ancient Greece often hang out together in a grove of immortal trees for lunch. Each of
them brings his own lunch with his favorite snack in a container that is his favorite color. They also all bring
their pets to keep them company in the grove where each of them sits under his favorite type of tree.
-all of the pets are mammals
-the spiky pet eats the nuts that fall from his master's tree
-the long-eared pet eats the red berries from her master's tree
-the chariot driver ironically does not bring a horse, but his pet is the largest
-the god of hell is secure enough in his masculinity to carry a hot pink lunch box
-the brown-bagger likes to drink tea, and sweetens it with his favorite food
-the hickory lover's favorite color is another name for a nut
-the charioteer likes his favorite food in the form of jam
-the hearth guardian rides to lunch on her trusty steed
-the hunter green lunch box has a matching hunter green saddle
-the heather grey lunch box owner sits under the only coniferous tree
-the goddess eats pita with her favorite food beneath what she calls the "thornapple tree"

(jump down for solution)

Hellenic Hustle Solution

Answer: ENDOCRINES

After analyzing the list of facts (and perhaps looking up who the gods are and what trees start with 'H' etc), the
puzzlers should be able to solve the cross logic puzzle with the particular layout above.
From here they should look at the cipher picture. Each box in the matrix represents a letter. Blacking out the
box where each "x" is will give puzzlers the symbol corresponding to a letter of the Greek alphabet.

The answer is then the only ten-letter word with repeating 1st and 9th letters and separate repeating 2nd and 8th
letters that I could find: "ENDOCRINES".

